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ABSTRACT 
This paper resolves the following conjecture of R. Merris: Let d: be the 
generalized matrix function determined by a subgroup G of the symmetric group S,,, 
and an irreducible complex character h of C. If A, B, and A-B are m-square 
positive semidefinite hermitian m-square matrices and df( A) = df( B) ~0, then A = B. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a subgroup of the symmetric group S,,,, and h an irreducible 
complex character of G. Let A = (a,,) be an m-square complex matrix. Then 
df(A) = z X(u) fi a,,(,) 
OEG t-1 
is called the generalized matrix function determined by G and A. These 
functions were first studied by Schur [8]. 
If A is positive semidefinite hermitian, we write A > 0. If A > 0, B > 0, 
andA-B>O,wewriteA>B. 
Suppose that A > B and d:(A) = d:(B) #O. Then Merris and Pierce 
proved the following result [7, Theorem 11: If df = det or A E 1, then A = B. 
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In [3, Theorem 21 Marcus and Gordon also proved the result for d:=per. In 
[5, Theorem 41 Merris proved that rank A = rank B, and he conjectured in [6, 
p. VI-101 that A = B. In this paper we prove that the conjecture is true. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be an n-dimensional unitary vector space. I-et @“V denote the 
mth tensor power of V. For each permutation (I in the symmetric group S,,,, 
there exists a unique linear mapping P(a) on @“V such that P(o)(xl 
@. . . C&r,) =x,-~(~)@. * * CGx,-~~,~ for all xi,. . . , x, in V. 
Let G be a subgroup of S,,,, and A an irreducible complex character on G. 
The symmetrizer 
T(G, A)= $ij ozGA(u)P(u) 
is a projection of @“‘V, and its range, V,(G), is called the symmetry class of 
tensors corresponding to G and X. Those elements in V,(G) of the form 
T(G, X)X, ‘8. . . @x, are called decomposable and are denoted by 
x1* 0.. *x, or sometimes by r *. The formula for the inner product of two 
decomposable elements is given by 
IA L,n be the set of all functions from { 1,. . . , m} into { 1,. . . , n} . Let 
e,, . , . , e, be an orthonormal basis of V. Then {e,(i)@ * * * @eaCm, : a E I?,, ,} is 
a basis of @‘7’. Thus V,(G) is spanned by the set {e,* =e+) * * * * *e,+) : a 
E I?,, ,,}. Define an equivalence relation on I,, n as follows: For (Y, p E P,,,, ,,, 
asp (mod G) if and only if there is a UEG such that cru=fl. Let A be the 
system of distinct representatives for the equivalence relation formed by 
taking the element in each equivalence class which is first in lexicographic 
order. Let 
where G, is the stabilizer subgroup of (Y, that is, G, = {u E G : au = a}. For 
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each cy E& let V,(G) denote the orbital subspace (e,’ : u E G) . Then it 
is known that 
V,(G) = x0 V,(G), (1) 
lxEA 
this notation denoting an orthogonal direct sum. 
For each linear mapping T on V, let K(T) denote the linear mapping on 
V,(G) such that 
K(T)x,v. +x,,,=Tq*... *TX,,,:,, 
x1,. . . , X,E V. If T > 0, then it is known that K(T) > 0. If dimV=m and the 
matrix representation of T with respect to the orthonormal basis e,, . . . , em is 
A’, then it is known that 
W 
mdf(A)=(K(T)e,*... *e,,,,e,*.** *em). (2) 
3. RESULTS 
For each a E IY,, n and each t= 1,. . . , n, let m,(a) be the number of 
integers i for which a(i) = t. Let 
V,(G)=(e,*:wEI’,,,,m,(w)>O). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that V is n-dirnensionul with (q, . . . , u,,, ) = V. L.-et 
O#u,*.-. *urn= 2 D, 
lxC?a 
where D, belongs to the orbital subspace V,(G). Then fm any t= 1,. . ., n, 
there exists a PEa such that D,#O and DBeV,(G), 
Proof. For each cx E i, let ez,, e,*e, . . . , ez, be a basis of V,(G) where 
asa} c{aa: aEG}. Then 
a 
{ q,a2,..., 
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for some complex numbers a,,. Suppose that for a EA, m,(ai)#O implies 
that a,, = 0. Then 
(3) 
where A,={aEA:m,(a)=O}. Since ur,...,u, span V, thereexists aqsuch 
that q@(e,,..., e, ) . Let S be the linear mapping on V such that 
S(q)=% S(e,)=e,, i>2. 
Then clearly K(S)eG= e: for a EA,, 1 < i < s,. Hence from (3) 
K(S)q*-*- *urn=0 
a contradiction to the hypothesis that u1 * * . * * u,#O. Hence m,( pi) #O and 
aa, # 0 for some p E r\ and some 1 < j < sa. This shows that Da = IQ raS,e$, #O. 
Clearly Z$ E V,(G). Similarly the result holds for t = 2,. . . , n. n 
coRoLL4FtY 1. Suppose that V is m-dimensional with a basis vl. . . . , v,,,. 
Thenv,***- *u,husa rumzero projection in eve y subspace V,(G) of V,(G), 
t- 1,. . . , m. 
Proof. Let q**-- *Q,=Z~~~D~, where D,EV,(G). By Theorem 1, 
there exists a /3 E A such that DsZ_O and OS E V,(G). Since V,(G) is an 
orthogonal direct sum of V,(G), a E A, it follows that 
( v1*-*- *urn, Da)=(Dp.Dp)#O. w 
Corollary 1 was proved in [3, Theorem l] when G= S,, As 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let S and T be linear mappings on V such that S > T. Then 
Ker S c Ker T. 
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Proof. Let u E Ker S. Then 
O<((S-T)u,u)=(-Tu,u)<O 
and hence (TV, u) = 0. Since T > 0, we have TV = 0. Hence u E Ker T. n 
LEMMA 2. Let S and T be linear mappings on V such that S > T and 
Im SZ Im T. Then there exists a positive semidejlnite hermitiun mapping H 
on V such that 
(i) S-T=S’/2HS1/2, 
(ii) Im HCIm S, 
(iii) each eigenvalue of H is less than or equal to 1. 
Proof. Let Ul,..., u, be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of S 
corresponding to the eigenvalues h,>ha> 0.0 >A,>Xb+r=*.. =A,=O. 
Then S’/‘( vi) = fi uj, 1< i < n. Let S be the linear mapping on V such 
that 
1 
S(q)= /j;rVi’ 
1 
i- ,..., 1 k, 
0, i=k+l,...,n. 
LetH=S(S-T)~ThenH>OandImH~ImS.UsingLemmalandthe 
hypothesis that Im S > Im T, it is easily checked that 
S _ T= S’/aHS’/s 
Since SSS> H and every eigenvalue of !%Sis either 1 or 0, it follows that 
every eigenvahie of H is less than or equal to 1. m 
THEOREM 2. Zf A > B and dF(A)=d;(B)#O, then A=B. 
Proof Let U be an m-dimensional unitary vector space. Let S and T be 
linear mappings on U whose matrix representations with respect to an 
orthononnal basis ui , . . . , u, are A’ and Bt respectively. 
Then by Theorem 4 in [5], Im S = Im T. By Lemma 2, there exists H > 0 
such that S - T= S’/‘HS ‘I2 Im HC Im S, and each eigenvalue of H is less 
than or equal to 1. Let ‘V=ImS. Then H(.>O. Let e, ,..., e, be an 
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of H Iv corresponding to the eigenvalues 
h,>h,> --- >h,>O. Then h,<l. Let S1/2uLU(=v,, i=l,..., m. Then 
(0 i....,U,) =v. 
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Let q* **- *um=~&~Da, where D, is a vector in the orbital subspace 
V,(G). Let D, = 2:: la.,eG as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then from (1) and 
(2) we have 
o_#“o) GWdX (A) 
=(K(S)u,*-* *u,,ul*“’ *u,) 
=(K(S”2)Ul*~~* um,K(Sl’2)u1*-* *u,) 
= Ip’/“ul * * * * *sl/2u”))e 
Hence v1 * *.. *u,#O. 
Let I, be the identity mapping on U. For each cx E 3, 
K(Z,-H)eG= 
Since m,( CX~) =m,(q) for all 1 < i, i < sa, it follows that 
(5) 
From (I), (2), and (5) we have 
5 ~dp(B)=(K(s-(s-T))U,r * * * +u,,u1*. . * *f&J 
=(K(Sl/2)K(Z,-H)K(S”2)U,*... *um,ul*“’ *urn) 
‘(K(I,--H)u,**~* *u,,o,*~*~ *urn) 
(6) 
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Suppose that AZB. Then HfO and hence h, >O. In view of Theorem 1, 
there exists a /? E& such that D,#O and Dp E V,(G). Hence 
n 
o< j-J (l-hJrn,(@<l. 
t=1 
From (4), (6), (7), and the fact that 
o< ii (I-h,)“‘(“kl 
t-1 
for all a E 3, we obtain 
a contradiction. Hence A = B. This completes the proof. n 
The authors are grateful to the refmee fm his valuable suggestions which 
enubkd them to completely resolve the conjecture. 
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